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The best reviews are the latest best reviews of this item. Speed Update: 600Hz.Plasma Display.Smart Functionality: Yes, LG Smart TV. Input: 3 HDMI, 3 USB, 1 component, 1 composite, 1 digital audio Out.Connectivity technology: Built-in Wi-Fi, 3 HDMI, USB, LAN. Dimensions (W x H x D): TV without a stand: 54.8' x 30.0 x 2.7', TV with stand: 54.8' x 34.7' x 13.4'.' ... See more information about the
product. When you're ready for Full HD plasma image quality as well as the latest features, step up to the LG PB6900. The deep black levels and 1080p resolution look even better with our 600Hz Max Sub Field Driving to keep each video frame brighter and clearer, especially useful for sports or video games. The PB6900 is also an LG Smart TV, with easy access to premium content as well as an active
3D display for immersive high-definition 3D. Show more Best Reviews Latest Reviews Class Screen Size (Diagonal) 60 Class (59.8 Diagonal) Protective Glass Skin Yes 600 Hz Max Sub Field Driving Yes PenTouch Ready Yes (PenTouch Pen AN-TP300 and Receiver AN-TD200 sold separately) ISM (Image Adhion Minimization) 2 Stand-Without Stand TV Modes (WxHxD) 54.8 x 30.0 x 2.7 STAND TV (W
xHxD) 54.8 x 34.7 x 13.4 TV without stand weight 72.7 pounds TV with stand weight 78.7 pounds TV Delivery Dimensions (WxH xD) 60.0 x 37.4 x 11.2 Just scan (1:1 Pixel match) HDMI/Component/RF - 1080i, 1080p, 720p Real Cinema 24p (2:2 to move) Yes Speaker System 2ch Acoustic System Audio Power Output (Watts - THD 10%) 20W Mono/Stereo/Dual (MTS/SAP) Yes Dolby® Digital Decoder Da
Virtual Surround Yes (Plus) 3D Type Active (3D glasses AG-S350 required and sold separately) 3D to 2D/2D for 3D conversion Yes 3D viewpoint Management Yes /20 Levels of MHL (Mobile TV, Wired) Yes - Audio AC3 (Dolby Digital), EAC3, HE-AAC, AAC, MPEG, MP3, PCM, DTS RF In (Antenna/Cable) 1 (Rear) Component Video In (Y, Pb, Pr and Audio) 1 (Rear) Composite In (AV) 1 (General
w/Component) Digital Audio Out (Optical) 1 (Rear) VESA® Size (mm) ) 400 x 400 power (voltage, Hz) 100V and 240V, 50/60 Hz limited warranty 1 year Part and Labor plasma TVs still deliver some of the best images of any current TV technology available. I am personally still a big fan of plasma displays and have come to appreciate the very accurate and natural images they produce. As many of you
already know, plasma TVs will soon be in the past with manufacturers discontinuing production on this great technology. Panasonic halted production earlier this year. Samsung recently announced that they will halt production later this year. This will leave LG as the sole manufacturer of this technology. However, there is talk in the industry that LG will soon post and end plasma production. So at the same
time, these displays are still readily available. One of them is LG and is the subject of this review. The design/features of the LG 60PB6900 is the company's top plasma offering and is the only model in the 6900 series. This model is only $60 screen size. The front panel is fashioned with a thin black bezel that adds to its appearance. The depth of this TV is 2.7 inches, not as thin as your typical LED/LCD
design, which is the norm for plasma TVs. The stand is a simple pedestal design should give the display good support. The PB6900 contains a decent feature set with the most notable is the smart TV TV platform. You won't get the stylish WebOS menu design used in LG-level upper LED TVs. Instead you'll get a more basic platform, but still with more options. You get access to premium services such as
Netflix, Hulu Plus, Vudu and YouTube to name a few. You also get social apps, including Facebook and Skype. You can also set up LG's home dashboard to access the most used or favorite apps. Internet access is available using Internet browser sets. For more information on the smart features of this TV features, click on the image below to see the video presentation... LG Smart TV Dashboard - Image
credit LG PB6900 has built-in Wi-Fi to connect to your home's computer network. You'll also get a wired MHL connection via LG Smart Mobile Link and allow you to connect mobile devices directly to the display and enjoy the content on the big screen. This feature can also be controlled using LG Magic Remote (sold separately). Speaking of remotes, this TV comes with a basic but easy-to-use remote. It's
not a backlight. If you are interested in 3D browsing, PB6900 is ready 3D, meaning no 3D glasses are supplied and they need to be purchased separately. This TV uses active 3D technology. Connecting Ports 3 HDMI 1 component video 1 composite (common w/component 3 USB 2.0 1 RF input for antenna/cable 1 Ethernet performance As I mentioned earlier in this review, this is LG's top-level plasma
HDTV offering. The black level of reproduction this establishes weak areas. The black levels were not the ink deep black I'm used to seeing on the current best running Samsung and past Panasonic plasma models. Instead, it was grey-black similar to what I would see on many LCD TVs. Also, the picture was a little less bright and slightly softer than what I usually see on Samsung and Panasonic models.
Also, when watching this TV in a light room, the image looks less bright because of its lower light flow through compared to Samsung plasma models. So I would recommend that you view this set in a darkened environment. Despite the fact that black levels this set was not the best, it was still able to produce a decent contrast in the images of day and brightly lit scenes. The shadow detail was also good on
this display. Color reproduction was good on this set. The colors were well saturated, though a little less vivid than what I would normally like to see on the displays I I have The depth of the image and clarity were good on this TV, allowing greater depth of field in the image. The detail of the image was also good on this display, having the smallest details clearly visible. The side view angle was excellent on
this TV without diming the image at the most extreme angles. This is the norm for all plasmas and is one of their strengths. Concluding the PB6900 may not be the most efficient plasma TV on the market, especially since it is classified by LG as their top-tier plasma model, and compared to Samsung and Panasonic's top models. However, standing on its own, it provides good performance and is only really
lacking in its black reproduction level. I would personally classify the performance of the PB6900 more than the average product category level compared to other most effective plasma models. So if you are in the market for a large screen plasma TV with good image quality, a good set of features is hard to beat the price. Then check out the LG PB6900. Wrap Up Price: $1,099.0 Amazon.com 0 See
Amazon's latest offer ©... If it becomes too scientific, it is unlikely to be popular; but if it dumbs science down too much, it's usually not taken seriously by discerning readers. So it is difficult for a writer of such a volume, striking exactly the right note - that is why few people succeed in this area. David Eagleman is one such, and this book is a gem. Read Sum: Forty Tales from Afterlives by Aut Writing a
nonfiction book (I won't use the disgusting term pop science) is a risky affair. If it becomes too scientific, it is unlikely to be popular; but if it dumbs science down too much, it's usually not taken seriously by discerning readers. So it is difficult for a writer of such a volume, striking exactly the right note - that is why few people succeed in this area. David Eagleman is one such, and this book is a gem. After
reading Sum: Forty Tales from the Afterlives author (an unusual look at possible scenarios after death - nothing to do with science!), I knew Eagleman was a gifted writer. It seems that he is a neuroscientist as well. And when two such talents come together in one person, a book like this is what we get. Brain: The story of you is a book about the brain, and the person who lives inside it: you. It's a story
about both hardware and brain software, and the dangers of dealing with it only in these terms. He talks about the car, and speculates on when a ghost enters it. And all this is done in the spirit of scientific research, with a lot of real examples. So strap for a whistle-stop tour into the inner space. In an infinitely dense tangle of billions of brain cells and their trillions of connections, I hope you will squint and
work out something you might not have expected to see there. You. Who am I? The final philosophical question; one that had great people from the East and West running around in circles. The author approaches this from a scientific point of view. The human brain is largely undeveloped at birth; until the early twenties, he was still absorbing information and casting himself. This lack of finish gives the
human brain the amazing adaptability and flexibility it has - and that's what sets it apart from animals whose brains are more or less rigid. Now coming to the ghost in the car - what am I? Are these just electrical impulses generated in brain equipment? But even the brain is not the same: for about seven years, every atom in your body will be replaced by other atoms. Physically you are constantly new to
you. Fortunately, there may be one constant that binds all these different versions of your self together: memory. So, are we the total amount of our memories? But the memory is constantly fading, renewing, being replaced and even falsified; So does this mean that our self-awareness is also false? Well, to a certain extent, yes - because we're all working in the process. Here I found the author's views on
self-awareness remarkably similar to the Buddhist concept of anatman, a resemblance I noticed in Susan Blackmore's mind: A very short introduction, too. The important thing is that there is no common denominator for the brain. Each of us is on our own trajectory - driven by our genes and our experiences - and as a result each brain has a different inner life. Brains are as unique as snowflakes. What is
reality? - Once we have decided that ourselves is transient, the next big question is the nature of reality; what lies there. Because we can't see it objectively. The reality for us is what we experience; and with our snowflake-unique brain, every experience is bound to be different. No one has the experience of an objective reality that really exists; each being perceives only what it has evolved to perceive.
(Right. We Indians knew it from the other side, didn't we? Our brain does a great job of filtering, editing and adapting the sensory input we receive, so we get a picture of reality that is censored, based on what we need to know for survival and what the brain already knows. So what is reality? It's like a TV show that only you can see and you can't turn it off. The good news is that this happens to be the
broadcast of the most interesting show you could ask for: edited, personalized and presented only to you. Who is in control of the situation? - Well, most of the time the conscious brain is not. Most of the time we are on autopilot: allowing the conscious part of the brain to freely take really large Just think of things you do automatically without thinking of them at all -- as bath in the morning or driving to work.
The complex levels of sensory and motor coordination required to perform these tasks are handled under the hood (so to speak). I think of consciousness as CEO of a large sprawling corporation, with many thousands of divisions and departments all collaborating and interacting and competing in different ways. Small companies don't need a CEO, but when an organization achieves enough size and
complexity, it needs a CEO to stay above the daily details and develop a long-term view of the company. (The author leaves the troublesome question of free will unresolved - apparently the jury is still on that one.) 4. How can I decide? - Well, apparently not based on sound logical reasoning, as rationalists would like to think (we will leave this Vulcans!). Our brains are always in conflict with ourselves,
playing from the reward of one decision against another: also immediate satisfaction from future benefits. In this case as well, the brain is also on a continuous learning curve, rewiring itself not to repeat bad decisions. And the emotional content of the decision is as important as the rational. In making decisions about life and death, an uncontrollable cause can be dangerous; our emotions are a powerful and
often astute constituency, and we would be remiss to exclude them from the parliamentary vote. The world wouldn't be any better if we all behaved like robots. One exciting opportunity Eagleman brings up in this chapter is to reform offenders through brain switching (and no, it's not like a groovy orange!) equipped with an understanding of how the human brain actually makes decisions, we can develop
new approaches that go beyond punishment. As we come to better evaluate the surgery inside our brain, we can better align our behavior with our best intentions... While societies have deep-rooted impulses to punish, one can imagine a different kind of criminal justice system that is more closely related to neuroscience decisions. Such a legal system would not let anyone off the hook, but it would be more
concerned with how to deal with lawbreakers with an eye to their future rather than write them off because of their past.5 I need you? - From a neurological point of view, of course! No man is an island. Eagleman shows us, by various examples, how naturally empathetic we are: it's not all evolutionary competition. Disorders such as autism that prevent such natural connections create severely limited faces.
Empathizing with another person is literally feeling their pain. You will run a compelling simulation of what it would be like if you were in this situation. Our ability to do this is why stories - like movies and novels - are so absorbing and so widespread throughout human culture. Whether it's about complete strangers or makeup characters, experiencing their agony and their ecstasy. You smoothly become
them, live your life, and stand in their points of view. View. You see another person suffering, you can try to tell yourself that it's their problem, not yours - but the neurons deep in your brain can't tell the difference. In fact, the grouping together is beneficial from an evolutionary point of view. But the downside is that the group creates outgroups outgroups out of necessity (a fact that Desmond Morris also
touched on, in the zoo human: a zoologist exploring an urban animal), and this is the beginning of the conflict. And outgroups can be objectified and dehumanized through propaganda - at worst, leading to genocide. Genocide is only possible when dehumanization occurs on a massive scale, and the ideal tool for this work is propaganda: it is key right into neural networks that understand other people, and
dials down the degree to which we empathize with them. Eagleman gives us a fascinating example of a school experiment, and shows how education can teach children about the dangers of dehumanization. Education plays a key role in preventing genocide. Only by understanding the neural campaign to form groups and outgroups, as well as the standard techniques by which propaganda connects to this
disk, can we hope to interrupt the path of dehumanization that ends in mass atrocities. For, we must remember: You may assume that you will finish on the edge of your skin, but there is a feeling in which there is no way to mark the end of you and the beginning of all those around you. Your neurons and neurons all on the planet are woven into a giant, changing super-organism. What we demarcate as you
just network in a wider network. Yes, indeed. Personally, I found this chapter the most exciting.6 What are we going to be? - Now it's time for speculation - to connect and play devices in the brain to take care of flaws; Sensory enlargement keeping the brain in suspended animation; Loading consciousness into a computer Artificial intelligence... science fiction? Can. How space travel was science fiction
once upon a time. Research continues in all these areas, with exciting discovery opportunities every day. I've left out various real-world examples of Eagleman uses to bolster his argument for fear of bloating his stomach. These examples are actually the most attractive part of the book. Read it! How thrilling. ... More... More the brain the story of you pdf drive
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